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Jekyll & Hyde:
THe Musical

About the Piece:
I am a big fan of Gothic novels and Jekyll & Hyde is high 
up on my list of favorites. After having preformed in the 
play, I thought it would be extremely enjoyable to create a 
poster and some collateral for it. 

One thing I set out to do with this project was to tell the 
story of Jekyll & Hyde. Jekyll who becomes Hyde, and who 
transforms back and forth through means of the needle, 
face each other to show the need for man to face his own 
demons - hopefully overcoming them. Jekyll can’t, resulting 
in Hyde’s permanent take over, leading to senseless violence 
- shown by the blood. For good to be restored Hyde must 
die, hence the skull - but it is also there foreshadowing the 
death of virtue when man’s vices win.
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MyTHic Muscle
ProTein

About the Piece:
As an avid gym goer I have consumed a lot of protein 
powder in my day... and there has always been something 
I dislike about the branding of protein powder - no matter 
the brand, it always has so much stuff going on, on the tubs. 

I thought I could solve this problem by coming up with a 
new brand - Mythic Muscle Protein. To come up with the 
brand, I thought back to the beginning of bodybuilding and 
how it got started... a bunch of bro’s thinking they could 
turn themselves into the greco-roman proportions of the 
ideal man.

This made me think of the Olympics, causing me to create 
the warrior hurdling over the text. I hope you can see your 
self as that warrior, hurdling over the obstacles that hold 
you back from reaching your goals - no matter what those 
may be!
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BraveHearT
MonoPoly

About the Piece:
One of my favorite board game as a child was Monopoly 
– during family Thanksgivings, I would play it for hours 
with my cousins – and, I always thought it would be fun 
to design a version of the game. So, when I was given the 
opportunity to do any project I wanted I decided to combine 
one of my favorite board games with one of my favorite 
movies, Braveheart.

I enjoy challenges and knew that pairing the simple 
design of Monopoly with the complex emotional story 
of Braveheart would be a difficult task. Before starting 
anything, I asked myself “What is at the heart of the 
story in Braveheart?”. Answering that would give me a 
place to start.

After several iterations of the boardgames, this is what 
I finally settled on, and am very pleased with how it 
turned out. 
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Movie Maker
Magazine

About the Piece:
Magazine design... you love it or hate it. I LOVE it and hate 
it - it’s like a big giant puzzle. I picked to redesign Movie 
Maker Magazine because I LOVE storytelling and movies.

Now days movies seen to be so convoluted with special 
effects and other fluffy dialog that it takes away from the 
story. I wanted to keep the magazine redesign simple and as 
if to say “lets go back to storytelling basics”. 

My initial plan to execute that concept was to make the 
magazine look as if it had all been typed on a typewriter, 
alluding to a time when there was no CGI in movies and 
when the story was what made a movie - this made the 
type too difficult to read.  So I incorporated some of those 
features  in my final piece while making sure the text was 
nice and clear, easy to read.
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don’T
TexT & drive

Psa
About the Piece:
The ability to delay gratification… it’s something toddlers 
struggle with, and it’s something today’s drivers struggle 
with. When toddlers can’t delay their gratification, people 
only have to deal with a temper tantrum. But when adults 
can’t, peoples lives are put in danger. DON’T TEXT & 
DRIVE, don’t be an adult toddler.

I have personally seen several car crashed due to texting and 
driving, and as a response I decided to produce a “don’t text 
and drive” poster campaign. I wanted the to campaign to 
have the same ridiculousness and violence that I felt those 
crashes were comprised of.
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Catholic Charities USA

Catholic Charities USA

Cath
olic Charities

Lubbock

FREEZER
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Lubbock

logo
design

About the Piece:
(from left to right, up to down)
- Pen Fuss
- Lubbock Community Theatre
- Owl Airlines
- The Hunter’s Call
- Bare Miracles
- Resonance Records
- Pottery Palace
- The Freezer: Ice Cream Shop
- Catholic Charities USA

Designing logos is a great way to exercise your brain and 
think of things in a new way. Though I enjoyed creating 
all these logos, my favorite logo would have to be the Owl 
Airlines logo - I like owls and I like planes.

Fun FacT: During the early stages of the project I was 
having difficult thinking of names for fictitious businesses, 
so I got on an online word generator to help kick start my 
brain - once I came across a combo I liked I tweaked it to 
better suit the project. 



I hope you have a great day!


